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1 The students of early modern Iran who eagerly picks up this work in the hope of finding a
solid  (and overdue)  study on the  country’s  trade relations  with India  in  the  Safavid
period, will be greatly disappointed. It is not easy to say anything positive about this
poorly written study, less than half of which concerns the stated subject – trade relations
between Iran and India. Most critically, the author failed to make use of the archives of
the  Dutch and English  East  India  Companies,  which are  absolutely  indispensable  for
anyone  who  wishes  to  say  anything  new  about  this  topic.  A  few  Persian-language
chronicles and the obligatory travelers – e.g. Tavernier and Chardin – aside, the author
relies almost exclusively on secondary material, mostly in the form of publications from
before 1980. This means that not even the many recent scholarly writings on Safavid Iran
have been incorporated into the study. The result is the presentation of a hodgepodge of
conventional notions about the political economy of Safavid Iran. One wonders about the
book’s intended audience.
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